
CITIZEN FISH - Underwater Overground/ Gaffer Tape {PM Press/ 
MVD} As with anything that involves Dick Lucas, not only is the music 
and politics excellent, but the whole package screams value for money. 
In total, this DVD lasts for way over two hours and, while it’s essentially 
just watching the band travel the world with its own camera, it has to be 
remembered that this is a band with some of the coolest personalities 
you’ll find in the Punk world today. 
Underwater Overground opens with the band recording ‘Meltdown’ at 
Maida Vale studios for a BBC session before starting the footage of the 
band traversing the world for the best part of 18 months. It’s the UK first, 
with a 2007 tour that sees the band tearing through ‘Money’ in Leeds 
before hitting Gloucester right at the time of the July floods. The band’s 
original home town of Warminster gets a glimpse before we get a bit of 
footage of the band recording the split with LEFTOVER CRACK. Then we 

bail to the US for the Crackover Fest of 2006 and a three week tour that takes in visits to both the 
MRR and Fat Wreck offices. Before footage from an East Coast US tour with LEFTOVER 
CRACK, it’s back across the Atlantic to visit Dick’s House which doubles as the Bluurg 
storerooms. After the LOC tour, the band stays in the States and heads out with MDC that sees 
Dave Dictor as verbose and entertaining as ever but seriously pissed off also. Poland and Prague 
follow (with a SUBHUMANS performance there too!) before another US tour, this time with 
INTRO5PECT. Finally, there’s a performance at London’s Underworld. 
Gaffer Tape was originally released in 2000 and consists mainly of a US Tour from 1999 on, if my 
eyes serve me correctly, AVAIL’s tour bus! There’s some real snappy editing here. Then there’s 
some rehearsal footage from Phil’s practice room in Warminster before the band head off to 
France, Yugoslavia and Poland. Somewhere in there is some cracking vintage footage too. The 
footage then goes Down Under and back to 1996 for shows in Australia and New Zealand 
including a show in Auckland. One of the highlights of the whole disc is a live take on ‘Nite Club’ 
by THE SPECIALS that rounds this off. 
Extras are bountiful too. There are 10 full live songs recorded at the likes of Camden Underworld, 
Gilman Street, Tuscon, a Florida show that on about 12 people seem to be at and a raging show 
at Corona, CA that has another slaying version of ‘Meltdown’ and heaps of slamdiving going on. 
It’s then all rounded out with trailers, a BBC Radio One interview that sees Dick and Jasper make 
some very ordinary questions sound interesting. 
It’s quite amazing that, considering this spans over ten years, the band is still as passionate about 
what it does as ever - and that doesn’t take into consideration SUBHUMANS shows either. This 
really is what Punk Rock is all about - the band does what it does without any manager or big-
time booking agent. Dick’s vocal sounds better than ever on the 2007 stuff and, as a person, he 
remains (as does the rest of the band) as down to earth as ever. Be you a seasoned FISHer, or 
new to the band, this makes for a candid behind-the-scenes look at the band without being 
weighted down with unnecessary filler. (02.07.09) 
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